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A. Vocabulary: One odd out
1.die out/live/kill/hunt
2.dog/duck/leopard/cat

B. Match the pictures with phrases
Helping injured animals(
Putting out fire(
)

)

1

2

Fill in the blanks with the words given.
Earth-Plain -tiger-forest
3. I went to Golestan
last year.
4. A
is a wild animal.
5. Moghan
. is a nice place.
6. We live on
B. Grammar: Look at the picture and answer the questions
7.Will Mr.Karimi visit Shiraz tomorrow?No,
8.Where will Mr.Karimi visit tomorrow?

(Milad Tower)

B. Writing:
Write the correct form of the words given in parenthesis.
9. These
(girl) live in that house.
10. I have two
.. (child) and one
.. (sister).
11. There are many.
(book) on the table.

Put the nouns in appropriate group

common nouns

proper nouns
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(Hafez-tree-boy-Damavand)

Choose the correct answer.
12. There is (a/ an) dictionary near (this / these) desk.
13.(An/A ) elephant eats vegetables. (Those/That) car is very expensive.
Put the nouns in appropriate group
idea

thing

place

animal

(Love
dog
park
bag )
C. Reading
Read the passage and answer the questions.
A:Panda is an endangered animal. This beautiful animal lives in bamboo forest of

China. Humans have destroyed these forests .Pandas do not have any place to live or
anything to eat. There are few pandas alive now. The Chinese are trying to make
bamboo for pandas. They ask everyone in the country to help them.
14. Who have destroyed forests?
15. Where do pandas live?
16. There are few pandas a live now. True
17. Panda is an endangered animal.

True

..

False
.

False

.
.

B: The Iranian cheetah lives only in the plains of Iran. Now there are a few of them

alive. If people take care of them, there is hope for this beautiful animal to live. They
are an endangered animals. They are wild.
18. Where does the Iranian cheetah live?
19. The Iranian cheetah is not wild.

True

.. False

20.There are many of them alive now. True

.. False

..

Best of luck
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